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Abstract
Instead of a market-pull and technology-push dichotomy, applying one of the Six Senses posited by Pink (2006), the
‘Meaning’ in product innovation, this study proposes an Service Innovation Process Model based on the Design
Driven innovation (DDI) process advocated by Verganti (2009), and business model configuration depicted by
Battistella et al., (2012). The latter is already an extension of the former; this study further extends the model to a
service design, value co-creation with stakeholders, market penetration, and market feedback as a complete cycle.
The objective is to bring in radical service innovation with minimum possible risk. Repertory Grid technique had
been employed to explore the affordance of the proposed new applications in the DDI process in a case study of
Home Automation. It was found that the findings in the Repertory Grid were quite aligned with those in the DDI
process. The case study illustrated stakeholders’ involvement throughout the process is required in order to achieve
the objective. It also reveals a real life example in designing the detail workflow/process/user experience of a new
service after the DDI process. Product-focused had to be complemented with service-focused innovation in order to
be sustainable. Although there is no one-size-fits all Innovation process model, this study demonstrates a practical
way to explore the ‘Meaning’ of a Service in a holistic practical approach.
Keywords: service innovation process model, meaning of a service, home automation, repertory grid, business
model
1. Introduction
Businesses are currently in a realm of global competition and the rapid pace of development in technology and
communication has made the competition even tenser as product cycles are shortened. Constant innovation is
required to keep businesses afloat and grow continuously. Although there are no universal innovation process models
that suit all industries, there are still a lot of models have been proven in product-focused innovation. Regret that
product-focused innovation to gain competitive advantage worked in the past can no longer provide sustainable
competitive advantage due to the ever shortening product life cycle and commoditization of many innovations.
However, service-focused innovation which is domain driven and based on tactic knowledge is rather difficult to be
imitated and able to sustain for a much longer while (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995). Besides, today’s sophisticated
and well-informed customers seek value beyond price, quality, speed, and customization from products and services.
They want the sense of beauty, safety, comfort, affection, or even care as manifested in the total user experience.
Businesses often have to decide what projects or innovations to pursue and what ought to be abandoned. This is part
of the innovation process which could either be driven by technological push (by inventing new technology) or
customer pull (by addressing customer demands and needs). The former approach believes that customer cannot
realize their latent need because they are familiar with the latest technological development which can be applied in
new product development. The latter approach believes that customer needs can be expressed through articulated and
unarticulated expressions. Articulated needs involve information dealing with what customers say. Data can be
collected through traditional methods such as focus groups, personal depth interviews, surveys, questionnaires, and
product clinics. Unarticulated needs generally involve information dealing with what customers do and what
customers make. Information can be gathered through participant observation, applied ethnography, and contextual
enquiry. The context is the everyday situation of use and includes the environment, the people, their goals and
processes, and other products (Conley C. V., 2005). Contextual research gives the type of information companies can
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use to develop innovation product ideas which requires an empathetic viewpoint and an ability to suspend an
organization’s focus on its own products. The process involves gathering rich data from everyday situation,
rigorously analyzing it for significant patterns and using these patterns to generate ideas about functions, product
lines and strategy.
Understanding customer needs leads to products that are desirable, feasible, and salable (Bayus, B., 2008). However,
it has been explained that profitability is usually the ultimate goal of businesses and that successful innovation for the
most part equates to profitability. Therefore innovations that proves to be the most marketable leads to success. The
problem lies in the element of uncertainty in projecting market response, which introduces the ‘risk factor’ in the
decision making process. Market pull definitely can reduce the risk, but radical change cannot be expected
particularly for high-tech product as mentioned before.
In fact, there are many innovation process models which attempt to tackle the problem of ‘what to innovate’, but it is
also recognized that there is no one-size-fits-all model and what is suitable very much depends on a particular
industry. The choice of innovation would also vary even within the same industry as it is pointed out by Shlomo
Maital and D.V.R. Seshadri (2007) in “Innovation Management” that “Innovation is fundamentally different for
entrepreneurial startup companies than it is for established organizations”. This is due to the fact that startups need
to provide radical innovations to compete over industry veterans while established companies may seek more
incremental innovations instead to serve their existing customers. Therefore innovation portfolios would differ
among companies even in the same industry as their needs and capabilities in risk taking differ. This argument may
not hold anymore in the present short product life cycle era. What is definitely true, however, is that innovation
involves risk, the risk of not knowing whether an innovative idea would ultimately succeed.
Businesses must consider risk when considering ‘what to innovate’. Implementing unseen new products increases the
element of risks and the returns become more unpredictable. Most Companies may feel that the best place to look for
growth is outside of, but not too far from, their core business. However, it does not mean that well-established
businesses should refrain from implementing ‘breakthrough’ ideas as they should also continuously expand their
customer base and strive to produce new leading products to maintain their market share. Starting businesses, facing
the competition of well-established companies, may, on the other hand, consider the creation of a new market a
better strategy.
Innovation is not a one-off exercise. It is an on-going process for both entrepreneurial startup and established
organization. It seems that an ideal model is one which can make some radical innovations, but minimize the
possible risks incurred. Technology push may bring up some radical break through while market pull is less risky.
Instead of a market-pull and technology-push dichotomy, Roberto Verganti (2012) promulgated the concept of
‘Meaning’ of a product explored through a design discourse. It may address the issue of ‘what to innovate’.
Battistella et al., (2012) further elaborated the concept to business model re-configuration. This may address the issue
of business model and strategic alignment. The purpose of this study is to extend the concept to
workflow/service/user experience design through value co-creation with stakeholders. This is an important step to
assure a service-focused innovation which is more sustainable than product-focused one. A case study applied in
Home Automation is followed as a validation.
1.1 ‘Meaning’ of a Product/Service
The idea of ‘Meaning’ has been mentioned in Pink’s Six Senses (Pink, 2006). Pink states that in the past 300 years,
we have moved from the agricultural age to the conceptual age. Machines will soon replace human physical labor
and human left-brains, which is logic, analysis, and sequential aspects of the mind. He advocates six senses that
allow humans to succeed in today’s conceptual age. Even though the six senses are directed towards striving in the
conceptual age, I would like to apply it in service innovation. The table below summarizes how the six senses are
used.
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Definition and interpretation on innovation application

Not just Function but also It’s not sufficient to create a technological product or a new service only for
Design
utilitarian purposes. In today’s economically crucial society, products/services
must be personally rewarding. The design and appearance of the product is as
important as its function. Appearance of the product and the workflow of the
service could inflict an emotional or sentimental response from the potential
customers.
Not just Argument but also We live in an information overloaded society. Customers are well aware of the
Story
abundance of choices when purchasing a product/service. Technological products
with similar functions don’t always stand out. Market research must thoroughly
investigate to cater towards the customer’s lifestyle to successfully derive market
segments.
Not just Focus but also Back in the information age, jobs usually required focus and specialization.
Symphony
However, as white-collar work is replaced by machines, being able to synthesize
interdisciplinary skill sets is essential. In innovation, technological
products/services should look for holistic and complementary products that can
allow customers to link the products to their lifestyle.
Not just Logic but also Even though logic is a unique human trait, it’s not sufficient in the world
Empathy
information overload. Instead, companies need to emphasize with its customers.
Innovators should approach product/service development from the customer’s
perspective.
Not just Seriousness but Laughter benefits health in many cases, so it's important to play in work and life.
also Play
In innovation, products/service must also be fun and not only for utilization
purposes.
Not just Accumulation but We live in a world full of technological goods and services. Technology has eased
also Meaning
humans to move past the struggles of survival and allow them to pursue purpose
and spiritual fulfillment. In innovation, products/services should not only compete
in function, but also create a Meaning to customer.
Most of the contemporary product innovation process usually only address the first five senses but missing the last
one. ‘Meaning’ does not come from user-centered approaches which do not question existing meanings but rather
reinforce them. Besides, customers’ memory decay rapidly, and even genuine memories are often biased by context
(Macdonald et al., 2012). A typical example is the Apple's approach. Its innovation is definitely not user-driven. It
does not listen to users, but makes proposals to them (Verganti, 2009). The success of Apple is not only because of it
innovative products but also the services through its ecosystem. Verganti (2012) further elaborated the ‘Meaning’ of
a product in his book Design Driven Innovation. He said that people do not buy products merely because of its
function but also meaning. ‘Meaning’ in technological products is something beyond features and functions but
evokes a profound emotional, psychological and sociocultural response. It is a strategy that aims at radical changes in
a product meanings and languages through a profound understanding of society, culture and technology changes.
Firms should therefore look beyond features, functions, and performance and understand the real meaning users give
to things.
An example given by Verganti was Wii. Before it was introduced, game consoles offered passive entertainment
based on inactive engagement in the virtual world. Whereas other game companies focused on improving the
efficiency of controlling the consoles, the Wii was created ‘Meaning’ by combining exercise and gameplay in active
physical entertainment; allowing players real physical experience in using natural movements in playing vigorous
games and sports. This illustrates how ‘Meaning’ attracts customers into using the products. “Meaning has generated
products, services, and systems with long lives, significant and sustainable profit margins, and brand value, and they
have spurred company growth” (Verganti, 2012). However, soon after that, Microsoft Kinect applied the image
processing technology and pushed the video game to another new era. Kinect also open up the API on which
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developers can develop their own applications. Again, this demonstrates that product life cycle of product-focused
innovation is very short. It will be replaced or substituted by new technology very soon. Product-focused had to be
complemented with service-focused innovation in order to be sustainable. Verganti advocates a Design Driven
Innovation Process to explore the ‘Meaning’ of a product.
1.2 Design Driven Innovation (DDI)
Design Driven innovation (DDI) is essentially exploring how the context in which people’s lives is evolving. The
question is “How could people give meaning to things in this evolving life context?” The same question is being
asked by other agents who share the same target customers as we do. They are new technologies suppliers, designers,
artists, suppliers of complimentary products, and of course customers. They are the interpreters who are willing to
exchange information, test the common assumptions, and discuss the shared visions.
1.

Listening- Technology firms can gain knowledge about possible new product meaning by interacting with
interpreters, which includes searching outside the current market. These people can lead you step back
from the users and take a broader perspectives. This is called Design Discourse.

2.

Interpreting- An internal process which the firm assesses the knowledge it gained from ‘listening’ to
interpreters and then integrates this knowledge with its own insights, assets, and technology. With that, the
firm then develops its unique proposal. I regard this is a Knowledge Internalization process which includes
analysis, reflection, & synthesis (Xu J. et al., 2010). Internal capability is built up by Internalization while
customers and partners involvement enhances the structure of capability.

3.

Addressing- Advertising is not the ideal medium when it comes to radical innovation of meanings. It is
better leverage the seductive power of the interpreters who not only conduct research, but also influence
the context of people’s lives.

1.3 Innovation Process
There is no one-size-fits-all Innovation model. This study proposes one based on the DDI process and extends it to a
novel service as shown in the following diagram (figure 1). To start with the Listening, the Company has to interpret
the requirements and make some proposals with its own knowledge/technology or work with outside partners. The
new knowledge needs not to be new technology; it can be a new application of existing technology. Radical change
thus comes from either new meaning or the new technology provided that it can address the fundamental requirement
of that new meaning and interpretation. Knowledge internalization is a process of absorbing and transforming the
explicit knowledge into actionable tacit knowledge (Nonaka, 2007). The outcomes not only have to satisfy the
requirement but also align with the Company Strategy. The object of strategy is the choice of business model, and
the business model employed determines the tactics available to the firm to compete against, or cooperate with, other
firms in the marketplace (Casadesus et al., 2010).
I agree that user may not be able to generate new product/service ideas particularly for technological product.
However, their subjective interpretation of the new ideas is still useful in exploring a profound emotional,
psychological and sociocultural response particularly in service industry. They may have different perception
according to their own experience and abilities. If the user interpretation aligns with that of the interpreter, risk of
failure would be much smaller logically. The idea of conveying the possibilities for action in one’s surroundings is
called Affordances (Gibson, 1977). Affordances were defined as the ‘action possibilities’ latent in the environment.
They are measurable and exist independently of whether they are recognized by an organism or actor; but at the same
time they exist in relation to the abilities of an actor. This is an attempt to put meaning back into the world, within a
relational ontology. In consideration of user’s interpretation, it is helpful to site the user in relation to these new
applications as there are other affordances that can offer benefits to different users. The theory of affordances points
to the conclusion that a socio-technical innovation is likely to involve a great deal more than simply a new product.
A new meaning of a product is connected to the purpose of ‘why’ a product is used but not ‘how’. Innovation driven
by meaning is connected to a human’s new experience of use. It builds on people and their interpretation of why a
product or service makes sense in their life, and therefore it is subjective rather than objective (Oberg, 2012). As
such, Repertory Grid is an appropriate tool in serving this purpose. The intention is to explore the meaning to user
experience and to get the comment on the new proposals. The repertory grid is a technique for identifying the ways
that a person construes (interprets/ gives meaning to) his or her experience. Unlike a conventional rating-scale
questionnaire, it is not the investigator but the interviewee who provides the constructs on which a topic is rated, and
thus provides a way of describing people's construct systems without prejudging the terms of reference. The
procedural details will be revealed in the following case study.
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New ‘Meaning’ may require new business model to convey to its meaning to customer. The ‘design discourse’ does
not address the innovation on the entire business model driven by design. The DDI is a ‘sensemaking’ process which
provides a perception and creation of meaning while the business modeling (a way of doing business) approach is a
‘making sense’ process that embraces strategy, business model and innovation. Both processes are never-ending
iterative and ongoing as the market is dynamic. Since customer experience follows meaning which always refers to
the business model perceived in its enacted context, Company should develop not only the way of doing business but
also the way they convey meanings, beliefs, values and organization culture. This connection and parallelism
between meaning of products and meaning of business model is called the meaning strategy that shapes the business
model with the aim to convey a precise meaning as depicted by Battistella et al., (2012). The authors identified three
main activities for strategist designer: Activities of sensemaking, Activities of knowledge creation about business
model meanings, and Activities of business model reconfiguration. The first activity can be partly covered in the
Listening process while second one can be initiated in the Interpreting process. The last one has to convey new
meaning through enriching some old building blocks or building some new ones of the business models. The
building blocks posited by the authors include the offer, key resource, key activities, revenue flows, cost structure,
partner networks, supplier relationship, distribution channel, client segment and relationship.
The next step is the implementation through workflow/ service/user experience design. Design is a communication
process to convey three important mechanisms. Firstly, it is a language for explaining the functions of the products
and how best to use them. Secondly, it is a language for exciting user through various emotional responses. Thirdly,
it is a language for extending second-order meanings. For an example, a luxury watch is not only telling time, but
regarded as a kind taste and status in its second-order meaning. Thus, aesthetic innovation is a central organization
process to explain the functionality of a new technology and the motivation to set the dominant design as new
product technologies emerge (Eisenman, 2012). As posited by Pink in his Six Senses, aesthetic design is important
because appearance of the product could inflict an emotional or sentimental response from the potential customers.
Another Sense is Empathy. It means the ability to project oneself into a scenario and care for others. In product
design scenario, empathy can be achieved through user experience. It is defined as the totality of end users’
perception as they interact with a product or service (Kuniavsky, 2010). These perceptions include effectiveness,
efficiency, emotional satisfaction, and the quality of the relationship with the entity that created the product or
service. The workflow/service/user experience design and portfolio management should be a continuous interactive
exercise with the other stakeholders so as to co-create values through the collective creativity of people. The core
principle of co-creation is “engaging people to create valuable experiences together” while enhancing network
economies (Ramaswamy and Gouillart, 2010). Values refer to important aspects of life from a personal perspective
while value chain refers to all the functions and activities an organization needs to undertake in order to create or add
value to its products or services from a business perspective (Sanders & Simons, 2009). It is not a problem
identification or solution seeking process; it is a workflow, process, operation, and user experience design process of
the new applications generated in the DDI process with the interpreters. Stakeholders are not necessarily all as
end-users. For instance, Bio-metric health care measurement devices provided at home involve the caregivers who
will come to the home in case of emergency, operators who provided the connection media, and so on. However,
users have to be involved as far as operation of the product is concerned. Operation follows design, after constructing
the whole context by taking operation as core category, motion semantics is not only helpful for user to comprehend
the meaning of products but also useful for designers to appropriately adopt unexpected operations for upholding the
level of users’ attentions (Cheng, 2010). A deeper meaning or connection with a product will be generated through
the interactions that make the human-machine dialogue effortless and rich, providing instant access, enabling the
sharing of emotions, and enhancing performance and ability (Henna, 2012). This refers as a collective experience in
which users perceived the experience from a different point of view according to their role in the process. Some of
them may be the interpreters involved in the Design Discourse process. Instead of considering users as observed
subjects they should rather be considered as potential co-creators and experimenters that generate new ideas, play
with them, feel, sense and interact within real scenarios and prototyped products/services (Pallot et al., 2010). This is
crucial particularly for ubiquitous computing products which are hybrid of hardware, software, services, and user
experience. The objective of the experience design is to align developers’ understanding of the role a product plays
(its meaning) in a person’s life with how that person perceives the design of that product. The more successful the
user experience of a product/service, the higher the chance that people will adopt it.
During the development process, due to internal or external factors changes, a constant review through Innovation
Risk/Portfolio Management is required. It is a dynamic decision process by which new projects are evaluated,
selected and prioritized; existing projects may be accelerated, de-prioritized or killed. The portfolio decision process
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encompassses and overlaaps a numberr of decision making proceesses from teechnical, markketing, and finnancial
consideratiion throughoutt the developm
ment process. The idea of pportfolio manaagement is to handle risks within
acceptable boundaries by
y making decissions based on analyzed justiifications and aappropriate allocation of resoources.
Recognizin
ng that ‘appropriateness’ difffers among companies as w
what is approppriate dependss on their deggree of
tolerance of
o risks, a structured tool for risk
r assessmen
nt is what businnesses need in order to facilittate decision m
making.
The decisio
on should get the
t stakeholderrs involved butt not only an innternal processs. This is especcially importannt when
a business has numerous innovation pro
ojects at hand to choose from
m and needs too filter ideas too pursue projeccts that
optimally fit into their innovation portfolio. The most
m
common product portffolio models aare financial m
method
(Cooper, R.G.
R
et al., 20
006), bubble diagram
d
(Rousssel et al., 19991), scoring m
model (George S. Day, 20077), and
strategy meethod Gourville J.T., 2006).
Ideally, maarket penetratio
on can ride on the seductive power of the iinterpreters in the Addressingg phase as sugggested
by Vergantti (2009). It is a kind of buy--in in the desig
gn phase. Markket feedback aafter the product launch can llead to
incrementaal change, and the lesson leaarned can furth
her improve thee product featuures. Sometim
mes new producct may
come from
m market requirrement with in
ncrement chan
nge first. After the DDI proccess, radical chhange will apppear on
existing pro
oduct as well.

Figure 1. Inn
novation processs model
2. A Case Study in Hom
me Automation
n (HA)
In order to
o validate the Innovation model,
m
this stu
udy worked w
with a Companny which has been designinng and
implementiing Home Auto
omation for sev
ven years in Hong
H
Kong.
HA has been around in
n mid-Seventiees for residen
ntial sector maainly for conttrol, home seccurity, masteryy, and
self-centereed lifestyle. With
W our enviro
onmental and health
h
conscioous in recent yyears, the trendd is more shiffting to
energy saving and targeteed for use by people
p
with disabilities and foor the care of ffrail older adultts—providing safety,
security, an
nd ease of selff-management, as well as prov
viding both onn-site and remoote monitoring and healthcaree. This
mainly beccause it helps to
t support disaabled people to
o remain livinng independenttly and self-maanaging in theeir own
homes with
h their preferen
nce and choicee; and also pro
ovides the assiistance to famiily caregivers aand also the poossible
cost saving
gs derived from
m driving down the expensess for expensivee personal aide assistance annd in-person m
medical
care or avo
oiding costly in
nstitutional caree.
What’s mo
ore, once the HA is established in homes, a wide rannge of servicess can be offerred by other sservice
providers riding
r
on the system.
s
In sum
m, if accepted by consumers smart homes could ultimateely prove to bbe very
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profitable for a whole range of producers - including builders, telecom equipment suppliers and telecos and cable
companies - who could offer smart home services relating to the system while the consumers can get related benefits
at the same time. In the past two years, service providers, including telecoms, cable, security, and energy, have all
launched additional home automation services for managing energy use or security monitoring to their suites of
monthly billed services, The global home automation market is estimated to grow from USD 16, 879.9 million in
2011 to USD 47,378.2 million in 2018 at a compounded annual growth rate of 15.8% from 2011 to 2018
(http://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/home-automation-market.html). In reality, despite of the proliferation
of Internet, mobile device, and affordable broadband services, the adoption still cannot reach the mass market. Many
people consider HA is only a luxury product for rich or/and lazy people who just want to control all the appliances
with a finger tip or show off their affluent lifestyle. The adoption rate is much slower than anticipated. Besides the
cost of ownership, the Diffusion of Innovations model (Rogers, 1962) explained most of the reasons. It states that the
rate of adoption is impacted by five factors: relative advantage, compatibility, trialability, observability, and
complexity. The first four factors are generally positively correlated with rate of adoption while the last factor,
complexity, is generally negatively correlated with rate of adoption. While most of the players believe that these
factors will be gone with the affordable broadband, proliferation of mobile devices, and new communication
standards.
The slow adoption rate also drew attention of some other scholars. Brush, A. J., et al (2011) conducted home visits to
14 households with home automation in America in order to analyse the hurdle of HA wide deployment. The
applications are mainly home security, mastery, self-centered lifestyle with the latest available technologies. The
findings illustrate four barriers that need to be addressed. These barriers are high cost of ownership, inflexibility,
poor manageability, and difficulty achieving security. Cost of ownership refers to low perceived value. The cost of
installing HA can range from a few thousand to millions for a house. A rough estimation for a reasonable package
including video door phone, light sensors for curtain, a simple security alarm system, and a few lighting control for a
thousand square feet apartment is around US$5000. Using HA is talking about an experience although it provides
some sort of energy saving, the return on investment is difficult to be realized. Inflexibility due to being lock-up by a
specific vendor, and structural change at home. The Manageability issue is aroused because HA implementation
cannot be finished in one shot, but few more iterations are required, and thus requires a reliable after sales service. It
is matter of cost and benefit at the end. Security mainly concerns with remote access which opened up the possibility
of being hacked. The authors believed that all these can be overcome through market competition and developing
standard eventually, but it doesn’t imply that HA adoption will be blooming as those figure released by the
marketing research. The question is who is going to benefit and how? Who needs to understand what? Which people
and things need to be mobilized to make HA works, and for whom? It seems that some new direction that can induce
benefits outweighing the cost of ownership and inflexibility, some added value that can convince developers to plan
well ahead and implement in the design phase, and something that worth paying a lifelong after sales service are
needed.
This study explored new ‘Meaning’ in HA through the DDI process. A Design Discourse had been called up with a
group of interpreters with the executives of the Company. They are the interior designers who would use HA
proposal to their clients, property developers who would provide HA as part of their offers, and telecom service
providers who would bundle HA with their broadband services. The question is to define some criteria of
Good/Smart living followed by new proposal exploration. After this Listening process, we homogenously envisioned
that the criteria of a Good/Smart living in term of quality of life are Care, Convenience, Safety, Social Responsibility,
and Community Connection. HA will have its ‘Meaning’ if it can satisfy these criteria. Since the executives of the
Company were well aware of the latest technology available for HA applications and the capacity of the Company,
the following proposals were made, and got the endorsement of the interpreters:


Biometric-data collection at home: Some Biometric-data measurement devices for blood pressure, weight,
oxygen level, and heartbeat rate are provided at each unit for data collection to a central server. Any
deviation from a normal parameter will alert the caregiver.



E-notice: Instead of conventional notice broad at the lobby, Management Company can send information to
individual resident at an electronic display at home. Information includes maintenance schedule,
management account, estate upcoming activities, and promotion.



NeighborNet: This is an in-house social media platform. Residents can store neighbor’s name and
location/unit number in different group according to profile. It can broadcast information as a facility
booking time or invitation to the respective Group according to the activity nature.
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Facility booking: Facility booking via Internet to some public recreation utility is getting common. It can be
extended to private Estate with some more added-on functions. The booking can inform partners via a social
media platform NeighborNet. This feature can also be extended to nearby restaurants, grocery and gift shops
with promotional offer so as to build a connecting Community.

2.1 Repertory Grid
As mentioned in the proposed Innovation model, user subjective interpretation of the new proposal is essential. As
such, I conducted three interview making use of the Repertory Grid. The Grid consists of four parts:


A topic: our topic is to explore the ‘Meaning’ of HA.



A set of elements: The examples of the topic. In our case, they are our new proposals, Biometric-data
collection, E-notice, NeighborNet, and Facility booking. I added three more current features. They are Scene
setting, Security integration, and Energy saving by sensors. All these will be elaborated in subsequent
sections.



A set of constructs: These are basic terms that the interviews make sense of the elements. There is no
pre-defined constructs. All are defined by the interviewee’s subjective view.



A set of ratings of Elements on Constructs. Each element is positioned between the two extremes of the
construct using a 5 rating scale system; this is done repeatedly for all the constructs that apply; and thus its
meaning to the client is captured. Principle Components Analysis is used to analyze the meaning in our case
(Stewart & Stewart, 1981).

The Grid map was constructed in the following manner:
1.

The interview is asked to consider the elements three at a time. The three elements are chosen by the interview
or interviewee or by the software program.

2.

The interviewee has to identify a way in which two of the elements might be seen as alike, but distinct from,
contrasted to, the third. For example, in considering a set of HA features, an interviewee might say that the
element 'E-notice' and the element 'Facility booking' are similar because they are both connecting to the
Community, whereas the element 'Scene setting' is different because it has nothing to do with the Community.
And so we identify one construct that the interviewee uses when thinking about HA: whether they are:
‘Connection to the Community as distinct from No connection'. If the other extreme was non-applicable, then
I labeled it ‘irrelevant’. In this case, the elements 'E-notice' and 'Facility booking' were rated as 1, and the
element ‘Scene Setting’ was rated as 5.

3.

The interviewee had to rate all the other elements between these two extremes.

4.

The process repeated for another three set of elements until quite a few constructs had been figured out by the
interviewee.

5.

The rating of each element between each construct would be reviewed and adjusted if required.

6.

A Grid map was the produced by Principle Components Analysis.

All the interviewees had experience in using some of those proposed applications but in conventional format. Facility
booking was done on computer with web-based platform but not integrated with HA. Biometric-data collection was
collected only for personal checkup but not linked with any healthcare program. E-notice and in-house social network
are something new. Although I got only three interviews, the results are very consistent except different phrasing for
the same thing. For instance, one used ‘Protection’ for a construct while the other said ‘Security’. The implications of
the Grid map were discussed with the interviewees for the elicited constructs validation. One of the Grid maps
explaining 70% of the variance is shown below (Figure 2):
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Figure 2. Grip mapp
Although the
t sample sizze is small, th
he findings is aligned with the interpreterrs’ viewpoint, we can draw
w some
agreeable observations
o
on
n the Grid maap, Biometric-d
data is consideered as a necesssity and protection to the reesident.
E-notice an
nd Facility bo
ooking are reg
garded as envirronmental frieendly and creaate connectionn to the Comm
munity.
NeighborN
Net is a social media
m
platform
m with connectiion to the comm
munity. Scene setting and Ennergy saving aare nice
to have feaatures for cariing the commu
unity. Security
y integration i s a protectionn to the residennt feature. Wiith this
analysis, we
w found that th
he current featu
ures except thee Security inte gration, Scenee setting and Ennergy saving w
were in
fact cannott fully satisfy th
he criteria of Good/Smart
G
living in quality oof life. Recallinng the conceptt of affordance which
brings togeether physical properties, ageency, and mean
ning, these feaatures does nott cause behaviior, but can connstrain
and enable it (Costall, 19
995). They are the enablers off a safe, caringg, and communnity connectionn living environnment.
w have addreessed the ‘how
w’ in providing
g specific HA ffeatures to meeet the criteria of Good livinng. The
With that we
findings are
a also suppo
orted by the Maslow’s fiv
ve level humaan psychologiical needs: physiological, safety,
love/belong
ging, esteem, and self-actuaalization. Deci and Ryan (20000) further ellaborated in thhe self-determiination
theory thatt psychologicall needs includee autonomy: th
he ability to deetermine own bbehavior withoout external inffluence
(Bio-metricc data self-colllection), comp
petence: to exp
perience oneseelf as capablee and competennt in controlliing the
environmen
nt and being ab
ble to reliably predict
p
outcom
mes (facility boooking), and rellatedness: to caare for and be rrelated
to others (N
Neighbornet).
New business model wass also explored
d in the Design
n Discourse. It was suggestedd that equipmennt cost could bbe paid
back in thee monthly Estaate managemen
nt fee. It is bettter than one ––off investmennt either paid bby the residentt or the
property deeveloper so ass to lower the entry barrier. Another sugggestion is to geenerate adverttising or comm
mission
income fro
om the nearby shops in posting their prom
motion to each unit of the Esstate. This is a triple win buusiness
model for the
t residents who
w can enjoy the
t benefits an
nd conveniencee offered by thhe shops, the pllatform provideer, and
the caregiv
vers. Apparenttly, the busineess model reco
onfiguration haad been starteed in the Desiign Discourse phase.
There is no
ot a clear demaarcation between the Listenin
ng, Interpretingg, and business model configguration in the actual
practice off this case stud
dy. Sensemakiing and makin
ng sense may hhappen at the same time prrovided that thhey are
aligned witth the Compan
ny overall strateegy.
2.2 Value Co-creation
C
wiith Stakeholderrs
The next sttep was the wo
orkflow/user ex
xperience desig
gn stage. Stakeeholders who aare the caregiveers, service prooviders,
property Management
M
Company
C
were all involved. Several iterattions were reqquired to go thhrough the coosmetic
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design, prototype approval, and functional testing. It was found that ‘Meaning’ exploration had been extended
beyond the DDI and making sense process. More meanings had been created in the value co-creation process with
the stakeholders. This case study was a design-and-build project between a Home Automation specialist and a
property developer for a luxury elderly project. The workflow/user experience design had to be aligned with the
theme of home feel holistic care services. As an illustration, the detail specifications of the Biometric data collection
service were issued in the value co-creation process.
2.2.1 Biometric –Data Collection
Biometric-data collection for blood pressure, heart beat rate, blood glucose and oxygen level, and its analysis are
required in a home care system at daily basic as one of the ‘Meanings’ explored in the DDI process. It is categorized
as an Autonomy enhancement by Coelho V, (2012). Home-based technologies allow elderly to adapt to changing
physical and cognitive function and preserve living in a familiar environment within an established social network.
Home care is different from hospital treatments. Home care is more focused on long term well-being and on calling
upon specialized treatment. It should help people live independently and focus on quality of life. The role of these
technologies is to empower elderly to self-manage an independent living and to minimize adverse effects on their
caregiver’s stress. A similar approach is used for Community Hospitals but with a great emphasis on long-term
engagement:


Respect and involve people who use services.



Consent to care and treatment.



Care for the welfare of people who use services.



Meet nutritional needs.



Cooperate with other providers.



Safeguard people who use services from abuse.



Cleanliness and infection control.



Management of medicines.



Safety and suitability of premises.



Safety, availability and suitability of equipment.



Requirements relating to workers.



Staffing.



Supporting workers.



Assessing and monitoring the quality of service provision.



Complaints.



Records.

This system benefits both patients and doctors.
For Patients


A reliable reminder of routine check-ups.



Attention to the patient.



Saves time by eliminating the need to travel to clinics.



Lower costs due to fewer visits.



No more queues and waiting time.



Real-time communication.



Eases worry of sudden changes or symptom of illness.

For Doctors


Achieves time efficiency. Consequently, they can see more patients.



Lessens the consultation time.



Instantly provides attention and care to those in need.
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Here is a diagram to illustrate the biomeetric-data colleection system; ddata collectionn can be done aat the resident uunit by
the residen
nt himself/herself for Home Care while more sophisticatted measuremeents are providded at the Dayy Care
Center:

Biometric-d
data collection system

Systtem overview
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The system
m runs on a web
b-based platforrm. It allows caregivers
c
to reemotely monitoor the patient’ss vital parametters via
the Internet. The collecteed data can be incorporated in
nto the privatee or public cenntral electronic records for annalysis.
Patients, family
fa
and heaalthcare managers can then
n easily gatherr and analyze the health reecords remotelly and
therefore reespond efficien
ntly to a patien
nt’s situation. There
T
is a buillt-in patient search function, full medical H
History
/Notes for the patient, Ab
bnormal Data Warning,
W
Strip
p Usage Controol, and Data E
Export capabilitty. Telemediciine can
be conductted right the waay if the param
meters exceed a normal level w
with the follow
wing advantgess:


Prrovide flexibility and scalabillity to health prrofessionals.



Im
mprove medicaal service qualitty and accessib
bility for healthhcare consumeers.



No
o geographic restriction.
r

Telem
medicine system
m
3. Discussiion
This case study
s
followed
d the framewo
ork of the prop
posed model. T
The innovationns had been ggenerated in thhe DDI
process and
d validated by the Repertory Grid. The projject involves soome new hardw
ware developm
ment but the coore part
is the work
kflow/service/ssoftware develo
opment. It is a kind of Serviice Science whhich is definedd as an integration of
various dissciplines such as
a managemen
nt, engineering, accounting, ffinance and opperations, with the aim of preeparing
the next wave
w
of innovaators in contriibuting to a service econom
my (Ng et al., 2009). It inccludes close suupplier
relationship
p, customer intteraction, creattion and exchan
nge of codifiedd and tacit knoowledge, simultaneity of prodduction
and consum
mption, combiining knowledg
ge into useful systems, exchhange focused on processes and experiencce, and
finally, ex
xploitation of ICT and tran
nsparency (Ch
hesbrough andd Spohrer, 20006). Thus, iinterdisciplinarry and
cross-discip
plinary approaaches are required to understaand how servicces should be designed, delivvered and suppported.
Service inn
novation is lesss relies on in-h
house R&D, bu
ut more on colllaborative netw
work. A value network contaains all
stakeholderrs, integrates their
t
various resources
r
and ultimately proopels customerrs into a co-crreation role, thhereby
transformin
ng them from
m ‘‘passive aud
diences’’ to ‘‘active playerss’’ (Prahalad and Ramaswaamy, 2000). S
Service
innovation can be pulled
d by the custom
mer (client-driv
ven), pushed bby a service proovider (servicee provider-drivven) or
balanced (sstrategic congrruence) as posiited by Mollerr et al. (2008). The co-createed value was thhe workflow aand the
user experiience which were
w
designed according
a
to th
he feature speccifications. Thee operation proocedures will tthen be
reviewed to
ogether with some potential users so as to enable the shaaring of emotions, and enhannce performannce and
ability of the products. This is the vital
v
part of th
he whole projeect since the product-focused hardware ccan be
substituted or replaced in
n a few years time
t
due to ad
dvance in technnology while thhe service-focuused software part is
unique and
d domain driven
n. Some workfflow may be modified
m
accordding to the new
w technology avvailable in the future,
but the core services will remain. The project
p
scope covered the netw
twork design, ccommunicationn devices, videeo door
phone, antii-wandering sy
ystem, security access controll and so on. Thhus, items priorritization had bbeen addressedd in the
portfolio management
m
wiith the stakehollders throughou
ut the course.
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4. Limitations
This case study covered the exploration of new ‘Meaning’ and the business model configuration to a certain extent in
the Design Discourse. Repertory Grid is a good tool to explore the affordance of the new proposals. As such, the
sample of interviews could be increased to improve the findings accuracy. The project was in the process of
workflow/user experience design/portfolio management stage by the time this paper was finished. It may take at least
one more year to reach the Addressing stage after which customer feedback will be collected, and incremental
change may be needed accordingly. The interpreters’ buy-in process already assured their participation in the future.
A longitudinal study is thus required to follow through the case. Multi- cases study is preferable for further
modification of the proposed model.
5. Conclusion
An Innovation process model based on the Design Driven innovation (DDI) process advocated by Verganti (2009),
and business model configuration depicted by Battistella et al., (2012) had been extended in exploring a ‘Meaning’
of a Service. The model had been validated in a case study of Home Automation applications. It was found that the
findings in the Design Discourse by the interpreters were aligned with the end user interpretation found in the
Repertory Grid. The findings of new applications or radical changes, and business model reconfiguration are not
comprehensive enough in service-focused innovation. The detail workflow/service/user experience design, and
portfolio management have to be co-created with stakeholders. The process of Listening, Interpreting, sensemaking,
making sense, and value co-creation does not necessarily progress in a linear fashion – the activities may occur in
parallel and in diverse order. This is a new approach which can extend the market-pull and technology-push
dichotomy, and may bring in a radical change with minimum risk in service-focused innovation. Stakeholders’
involvement in the whole process is required in order to achieve this objective.
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